Science In the Library
Thursday, October 7, 2010

Scientists, Careers, Videos, Demonstrations, Resources, Refreshments!

Featured Guest*
Dr. Robert Sanders
Paine College, B.S., '59, University of Michigan, Ph.D., 1964

Collins-Callaway Library, First Floor

1:30 – 4:30 Nature by the Numbers (4 minute video loop)

2:00 – 4:00 Information Tables
   Dr. Robert B. Sanders, PhD
   Mr. David White, MLS
   Ms. Kandyce J. Mack, RDH, BS
   Science Fun Demonstrations (students of Dr. Yousefzai)
   Science Resources

2:15 & 3:15 Dr. Sanders will speak

2:45 Mr. White will speak

2:00 – 4:30 Refreshments
   Earn tokens at each table to spend on refreshments!

*We welcome our distinguished alumnus, Dr. Robert B. Sanders, to present his book Contributions of African American Scientists to the Fields of Science, Medicine, and Inventions. He is a professor emeritus of molecular biosciences at the University of Kansas. His research includes biochemistry hormone action, the biochemistry of reproduction, and uterine biochemistry.